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“If you’re going to kill the animal it seems only polite to use the whole thing.”
The Whole Beast: Nose to Tail Eating by Fergus Henderson

D

favor a less industrialized and humane approach
to slaughtering, preparing and enjoying our food.
Every eatable part of the animal is used and suddenly things like calf brains and pork trotters are
all the rage.

escribed by The New Yorker as the
“Ulysses’ of the whole Slow Food
movement,” and by New York
Magazine as a “cult cookbook,”
Fergus Henderson’s The Whole
Beast: Nose to Tail Eating deals with how to cook
every part of a pig—even those parts we might
feel squeamish about in American cuisine. Henderson has reintroduced this way of approaching our food to the modern world.

Meet The Pig, a Washington, D.C. restaurant that
has capitalized on the whole animal movement
and only serves dishes that come from, well, a
pig. The Pig’s chefs only buy locally sourced, sustainable ingredients and focus on creating dishes that go beyond recognizable cuts but present
dishes infused with the lesser known parts of the
swine as well.

Nose-to-tail cooking and eating is a movement,
embraced by chefs and foodies everywhere who
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Even their desserts contain some form of the
pig—including a chocolate confection that uses
pig blood to intensify and darken the chocolate
ice cream.

gional cuisine and encourages farming of plants,
seeds and livestock that are natural to their environment. It’s also driven by a political agenda
that is against the globalization of food.

And producers have embraced the movement.
The Hilltop Farm near the Uwharrie National Forest in North Carolina strives to bring every part
of their grass-fed cattle to the marketplace, and
their motto is “thou shall not waste.” They work
with other farms, food manufacturers, distributors, retail stores and restaurants to use and market the whole animal; even unused livers are
turned into dog treats.

Founded by Italian Carlo Petrini in 1986, the Slow
Movement takes the world’s century old gastronomic traditions and seeks to preserve them.
With more than 100,000 members worldwide,
the organization has some lofty—but important—objectives, including creating seed banks,
organizing celebrations of local cuisine, teaching
gardening skills to students and prisoners, and
developing political programs to save family
farms.

The nose-to-tail movement (or whole animal) is
an offshoot of the Slow Food Movement, which
was founded as an alternative to fast food and an
answer to the massive genetically modified food
industry. It seeks to preserve traditional and re-

The word “offal” means innards (or organs) and
since the nose-to-tail movement—in its most
elemental sense—means utilizing and consuming those innards, people must often stretch
their food sensibilities to embrace the unknown.
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The problem is that human beings are picky omnivores. Even hunter-gatherer tribes that exist
on earth today show peculiar taste preferences--peculiar because they don’t farm and must eat
what is available to them in remote jungle areas.
The anthropologist Jeremy MacClancy found
that even among ancient tribes--who live side
by side--there are extreme preferences: In Kenya,
the Masai will drink cow’s milk and blood, but a
neighboring tribe--the Akikuyu--prefers spuds
and cereals.

And according to the National Restaurant Association’s list of hot trends for 2014, the whole animal movement takes the 11th spot in their top
20 list.
Workshops and classes on the movement have
sprung up across the country, with classes on
butchering or preparing less traditional cuts of
meat.
Perhaps no one has done more to dismantle geographical food sensibilities than Emmy Award
winning chef and television personality Anthony Bourdain, who has said that life would not be
worth living without organ meat. Bourdain has
swash buckled his way across the globe taking
bites of strange things and introducing a new
g e n e r a t i o n to extreme eating.

But it’s not just cultural and environmental conditions that determine our food preferences—
it’s also part genetic. The number of receptors
we have on our tongues is a nod to our genetics and that number determines how we experience food. You would think the globalization
phenomenon would be tearing down those
food walls—genetics aside--but researchers say that’s not the case.
Will Americans embrace beef
tongues and hearts?
Apparently so.
Since
Henderson’s
cookbook debuted
a decade ago, more
than 50 others have
been published in
response to the
nose-to-tail movement.
A 2013 New York
Times article After
Crispy Pig Ears: 10
Trends for 2013 said
“Food lovers everywhere are embracing
new interpretations of…
nose-to-tail as fast as they
came along.”
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Despite evidence of its popularity, I, myself, have
not witnessed the whole animal movement
spreading to home cooks, where busy mothers
are frying up pigs ears or Manhattan hosts are
passing sheep testicles at their dinner parties.
But I have faith the movement will express itself in ways that focus beyond what most of us

consider exotic. It’s also a movement that urges
people to become more conscientious and less
wasteful eaters.
It asks us to see stalks and bones and organs and
roots as something useful and important.
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